NEXSMART’s Price Redistribution
All crypto exchange price feed in one normalized connection
Today the crypto liquidity distribution is extremely decentralized, and many exchanges provides
prices that are totally inefficient to most of the players. Nexsmart is aggregating all these liquidity
pools into one system where client can easily access the best prices for their execution. By
connecting to Nexsmart price feed you have the following benefits:
-

Better price on all crypto currencies
Arbitrage opportunities between different exchanges prices
A best bid/offer guaranteed on each crypto currency
Connection to significant market data vendors
Connection through FastFix for other types of systems.

THE NEXSMART APPROACH
Nexsmart offers a self-provisioning portal to connect to “Hard to get” liquidity providers effectively
and quickly. These liquidity sources are independent, non-repriced and offer natural matches to
people in need of natural offsets.
The Nexsmart portal allows the client to quickly and efficiently integrate these new liquidity flows
with minimum work and cost to the technical side. Nexsmart is opening a new era in terms of
market vision through its historical storage and derivatives calculated aggregation.
.

In a rapidly changing landscape, Nexsmart remains at the forefront of electronic trading:
anticipating challenges, understanding the client's needs, and providing innovative solutions.

NSPrice Fact Sheet:
®

SaaS Deployment
- Fully redundant service accessible in strategic
data centers (NY4, LN4…)
- SAAS based infrastructure that allows immediate
deployment
- Global Connectivity through networks (IPC,
Radianz, TNS…)
- Enables rapid deployment with minimal
infrastructure costs
Neutrality
- Hard to get neutral liquidity network discovering
new sources of liquidity
- Non- conflicted operator insuring through
natural matches and confidentiality
- All flows natural matches and non- repriced
quotes
Access to Liquidity
- Connections to the main new markets makers
across geography and assets
- Connections to the main crypo exchanges
- Real time market data access
Multi Asset Class Support
- Asset class specific tools can be implemented
with a choice of trading models

- Liquidity can be either limited to internal sources
or external sources can be integrated to the
market.
- Connection to other non-market makers NSVIEW
clients is also available
Integration
- Conversion tools that allows to connect to
various markets
- This infrastructure complements but doesn’t
replace the existing dashboard & PMS that the
client use
Comprehensive Support through a portal
- Self-provisioned by the client of destinations,
features, trading models etc.
- 6 days a week 24/24 hours support

Highlights
❖
❖
❖
❖
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Complete support
Aggregated access to liquidity
Fast, low impact, SaaS implementation
Low-latency
Portal support comprehensive

To request a demo or find out more about Nexsmart contact any of our offices or email us at
www.nexsmart.com
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